This diagram is for use with the Starry Path Patriotic Quilt project featured on our YouTube channel: YouTube.com/ShabbyFabrics

Finishes to approx. 55" × 68"

Required Products
Marti Michell Starry Path Template Set available at ShabbyFabrics.com

Recommended Products
Olfa Spinning Rotary Mat 12" × 12"
available at ShabbyFabrics.com

Fabric Requirements
For the blocks:
1½ yards mottled beige
1 yard light cream
⅜ yard each of 2 different reds
⅜ yard each of 2 different blues

For the borders:
⅞ yard for first inner border and binding
57" × 21" for continuous second inner border
63" × 21" for continuous outer border
6" × 21" for cornerstones
3⅝ yards for backing

This quilt meets the standards of excellence of the Quilts of Valor® Foundation. Visit their website, qovf.org, for information on how to present this quilt to a service member.
**Cut Block Fabrics**

From **mottled beige** fabric, cut:
- (3) 14" × 14" squares – From each square, cut twice from corner to corner (diagonally) to create a total of (12) triangles. You will use (10) triangles for **setting triangles**.
- (2) 7¼" × 7¼" squares – From each square, cut once from corner to corner (diagonally) to create a total of (4) triangles. You will use all (4) triangles for **corner triangles**.
- (1) 14" × WOF – Turn and cut (6) 2⅜" rectangles. These pieces will measure 2⅜" × 14". Label these “**Template A**” and set aside.
- (1) 15½" × WOF – Turn and cut (6) 3½" rectangles. These pieces will measure 3½" × 15½". Label these “**Template C**” and set aside.

From **light cream** fabric, cut:
- (1) 14" × WOF – Turn and cut (12) 2⅜" rectangles. These pieces will measure 2⅜" × 14". Label these “**Template A**” and set aside.
- (1) 15½" × WOF – Turn and cut (12) 3½" rectangles. These pieces will measure 3½" × 15½". Label these “**Template C**” and set aside.

From **each color** (2 reds, 2 blues) fabric, cut:
- (1) 3½" × WOF – Turn and cut (5) 6½" rectangles. These pieces will measure 3½" × 6½". Label these “**Template B**” and set aside.
- (1) 7" × WOF – Turn and cut (9) 3½" rectangles. These pieces will measure 7" × 3½". Label these “**Template D**” and set aside.

**IMPORTANT! ★ ★ ★

Turn all pieces of fabric so everything is right side up. This is an essential step!

You MUST watch the video in order to know how to assemble the block featured in this quilt! Be sure to subscribe to our YouTube channel - and never miss a project.

**Block Assembly**

Refer to video tutorial for block assembly. Each block should measure 9½" × 9½".

Assemble (12) pieced blocks with **light cream** background and (6) pieced blocks with **mottled beige** background.
QUILT ASSEMBLY

Referring to diagram (left), arrange blocks, setting triangles, and corner triangles on your workspace.

Join blocks and setting triangles in rows, as shown, pressing seams as desired. Corner triangles will be added in a later step.

Sew rows together in pairs (Row 1 to Row 2, Row 3 to Row 4, Row 5 to Row 6). Sew unit 1/2 to unit 3/4. Sew unit 5/6 to unit 1/2/3/4.

Add corner triangles.

Quilt should measure 38½” × 51½”.
**Cut Border Fabric**

From **first inner border** fabric, cut (5) 1½” × WOF

From **second inner border** fabric, cut (4) 57” × 3½”

(NOTE: for continuous borders, this is cut down the length of fabric)

From **outer border** fabric, cut (4) 63” × 4½”

(NOTE: for continuous borders, this is cut down the length of fabric)

From **cornerstone** fabric, cut (4) 4½” × 4½”

From **binding** fabric, cut (7) 2½” × WOF – When pieced, binding should measure at least 256” long

**Add Borders**

For this step, press all seams as desired.

Piece **first inner borders** strips into one continuous piece. Sew the left and right first inner borders FIRST, then trim to be even with the quilt. Repeat for the top and bottom first inner borders.

Sew the left and right **second inner borders** FIRST, then trim to be even with the quilt. Repeat for the top and bottom second inner borders.

**Add Cornerstones**

Measure the width of the quilt at this point. Add ½”. This is the length to which you will trim your top and bottom outer borders. Refer to diagram (left), and sew one **cornerstone** to each end of top outer border and bottom outer border.

Sew left and right **outer borders** FIRST. Trim to be even with the quilt. Add top and bottom outer borders/corners. Press seams toward second border.

**Finish the Quilt**

Layer quilt top, batting, and backing. Quilt as desired.

Fold binding in half lengthwise with wrong sides together and press. Sew the binding to the front side of the quilt starting at any side. Turn the binding over and hand stitch to the back of the quilt.
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